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SUZOHAPP
Sport betting is clearly part of the future of gaming and SUZOHAPP is 
ready to help ease the burden on platform developers and sportsbooks 
with hardware and retail solutions

S
UZOHAPP can assist with 
hardware integration services 
and project management in 
combination with our many 
partners. We have over 60 years 

of experience in the gaming industry and a 
wealth of industry-specifi c knowledge to 
help software companies take their mobile 
and internet betting projects into retail, 
in-person locations by providing a single 
source for a complete sport betting terminal 
solution. Our extensive network of high-
quality suppliers such as Elo for displays, 
Custom for printers, and Newland for 
scanners, allows SUZOHAPP to be a single 
source for you and create a high-value 
turnkey solution to make your retail 
transition easier.

SUZOHAPP offers a standard terminal to 
get you to market quickly, the ability to 
build a customized terminal to suit your 
specifi c needs, as well as a la carte 
peripherals to update or enhance your 
existing setup. With a wide variety of 
peripherals to choose from, we make it easy 
to be the only call you need to make when it 
comes to getting the hardware you need to 
enter the retail market.

When it comes to building a custom 
terminal, starting with cabinet or kiosk 
design, we help construct a solution to best 
suit your space, customer, operating system, 
and budgetary needs.  We then help guide 
you through the appropriate peripherals 
such as displays, scanners, printers, CPUs 

and bill validators to ensure the best value 
with maximum uptime, proven longevity and 
lower support costs. For displays, we can 
offer the durability and quality of Elo 
monitors available in almost any size with 
high resolution but sensible in cost. We’ve 
partnered with industry leaders Custom, 
TransAct, and Nanoptix to have a large 
selection of printers depending on your 
budgetary needs. We customize each 
solution to meet the specifi c needs of the 
customer with the highest quality hardware, 
even including hardware certifi cation. We 
also serve as an experienced partner to get 
your terminal through regulatory approvals 
in a quick and effi cient manner.

SUZOHAPP is a worldwide company with 
operations in over 19 countries. As we are a 
global company, we can assist European 
companies looking to expand into the USA 
sport betting market with local contacts on 
each continent, local knowledge, 
engineering, offi ces, warehouses, and 
production sites. From designing a concept 
to assisting with replacement parts or 
upgrading components down the line, 
SUZOHAPP is the single source for all your 
sport betting needs.




